
Thoughts on How to Spell and Pronounce Hebrew Words

Many of the accepted transliterations are either plain wrong or simply betray evidence of someone with

an accent having done them. But, part of that goes to how Hebrew is structured, which is quite different

than English.

Tet and Tau in modern Hebrew have the same sound, that of a T. Originally though, they were different.

Tet was a throaty kind of T while Tau was done with the front of the tongue. Many transliterations have

adopted this difference, which is archaic today, with a differentiation of "T" and "Th." With Keter, 

however you choose to spell it, I haven't seen any set way of doing it. What does get me, though, is that

I've seen some Youtube videos where people pronounce it as "Kay-ther" which is obviously a travesty 

and betrays simple ignorance about the source material, let alone the language!

Tau is also a funny one in itself, since it's mispronounced in modern Hebrew. Spelled properly Tau-Vau 

it means "mark" or "sign," but it's normally pronounced "Taf" instead of "Tav," which is wrong. The 

transliteration is even more wrong, so nobody's right. Vau is another such letter, it should properly have

a V at the end, but is transliterated with a U. This isn't for any reason I can ascertain, unless it's the 

influence of Latin on whoever did the work of transliterating the letters.

Tzaddi is an odd one out because the transliteration is more correct than modern usage. The letter 

comes right before Kof, so modern Hebrew speakers often make the mistake of pronouncing the letter 

as Tzaddik, which is wrong. But, it's become so widespread that this is basically how it's referred to 

today. Kof is also one like this, since it's pronounced as Kuf more often than its proper name of Kof. 

Dalet is yet another, as in modern speech it is pronounced with a D sound at the end, although this is 

wrong.

The letter Yod can be transliterated as either I or Y (and even J). It's the sound that is important. The 

spelling of a transliteration is more like a sound-picture than a real word.

Believe it or not but the letter Beth itself is sometimes pronounced like a soft V. Thus words like 

"Geburah" actually sound like "Gevurah". The Hebrew spelling is GBVRH, so I prefer the phonetically

incorrect Geburah to avoid confusion. 

The Ch is pronounced a bit like the ending of the word "loch". But not as sharply as in "lock". It's 

pronounced from the back of the throat. It's hard to reproduce the sound in text but:

Chokmah sounds more like Hhokmah. 

Cheth is like Hhet.

It isn't a sound that's easily translatable. The closest I can think of is the ending of Bach, which doesn't 

help much because that's a name in a foreign language, too. 

So much for the letters themselves. I can't think of any now, but I remember finding all kind of head-

scratchers in Sepher Sephiroth (another one there, since it's pronounced as a hard T!) that seem due to 

accent or simply not knowing enough about the language. Part of the reason for the discrepancies is 

that when all the material we deal with was compiled Hebrew was a dead language, and there were few

scholars of it and even fewer outside the religious fold. The first dictionary was was published in 1908, 

which started its revival. So although an ancient language officially, it's quite new and things haven't 



been quite hammered down yet, and things were even more uncertain during GD times and on.

My own rule is to try and simplify things whenever I can, since there's no need to use archaic spelling. 

The more popular words I spell as is "traditionally" accepted, like Sephiroth and Tau and a few other 

things, but otherwise I try to use F in lieu of PH, T instead of TH, K instead of CK, etc. When you're 

dealing with phonetics I feel it's more important to make sure people understand you rather than having

them struggle with what means what.

Now, unraveling the whole K(Q)ab(b)al(l)a(h) thing is a whole other kettle of fish.  


